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'In, June 1976, the State Board of Education adopted revised minimum
.stanliardt for Oregon public schobls. A response to.citizen
concerns regarding Athat'i's, in, Tact, expected of schools; the
standards call' for Qa., system of goal -bas'ed planning, which. includes
testing and"agsessment procedures*. -

, .
. (

-.The .Department co Education is .committed- to helping distiCs
implement the standards. 'Current and anticipates problems are
being identified; pt.:lay:Wes kt, ,andresources allocated.

,.. .. , , ...
. ,

One priori area centers on the assessment requirements found
it We` standardt-,, Measuring Performance: "Teacher -Made Tests is
one, of a sertes o ubl.i cati ons dealing/ with; assessment. It

,fociates on helping teaches improve their 'techniques for building
: tests to assess growth in, tudent achievement. It is my hope-that

this and. other publications' in ple ksse.ssment 'series prove useful
i,n implementing ,district practices'thatwill meet the, intent of the
planni,ng and assessment eequirentents'.-- For further infomatiore,
contact the Department's Director of Evaluation and Assessment, 942.
Lancaster Drive NE,=Salem 97310, telephone 378'=3074.

Verne: A. Duncan -'
,

State Superintendent! of
Pbl iC".'InstrUction
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INTRODUCTION

Re'eent developments in teaching and testing malt alter-dramitically that which
-

-we have called 'ttradi tional education." To :some extent, these nnovati ons .

are responses to what appears to be a decli n_school achi evement at al 1
gra e levels. Among these new development9Ore: the use of objectives or-

s in instruction, competencyAmsed appeoadhes to instruction, criterion-
re erenced testing, and 'co ande-oriented testing..

.

F I

The new approaches often emphasize individualized learning: each student's
progress,is ,monitored by comparison with clear statements ,of

. what-students are expected to learn.- Since individualized instruction mist
Apr'flexible and respensive to individual ,needs,, progress should not be
determined by how one student comparles with another. Instead,, -the grovith of
each student shOuld be determined by comparison against previously.determ4ned
standards. f

4,.

The careful monitoring of individual student progress required in such a
system has created the need for a testing technology which differs in many
respects' from 'typical practice. These guidelines are intended to help
teachers develop testing skills which meet the demands of a comNtency-based
approach to instruction. ..-

1
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CHAPTER %I: FUNDAMENtAL CON-dtPTS IN TESTING

,
Any judgment abogt whether or not learning his occurred is an inference basd
on measurement., The More ..accurate the Measurement, the more likely the
inference wi becorrect. The need for infomation about how well children.
have lea d. leadsZto the construction' of exercises (items) which gean be
used to a signed numerical value to various levels of 'achievement. A ,collec-
tion of such exercises isusually called a test., A. test should be uniform
and 'standard in several ways; for example, when a test is administered to a /
group' of students, all should receive the .same items under the same cAndi-/
tions for about.the same amount' of time.

. . /

The sum of 'correct responses to the items on a test constitutes the score.
Scores may be compared to one another or to some desirable standard,-Tqi'n
called a 'passing standard."

. .

1) .InterpretingInterpreting the Measurement ..
, i e 4

/
,'

. e

Any measure (ncluding test scores) must have a comparative basis for ifter-)._
. prtatiOn. The basis for test scores can ,be either standird-referenced or/
grouped- referenced. If there are' 24 ,prinCiOles .of' 'iETIFIEi717671air,;111 :Al,

'unit, with two test itemS.for.each principle, a test score of '32 on a 48-jterip_ :
- test could be reported either way. The standard -' referenced score is about.67, ,

percent; it might be inferred that the stddint understands about 'two - thirds .-

, or 67 percent of: the principles .of science ih that unit, as judged by/teit
restilti. If the acceptable Standard is 75 percent of items of a,given
difficulty:, then 67'percent is not an acceptable level of achievement. TDe- ,

standard could be set at lop percent if it is 'desirable for students to
'respond to all items 9 f, this, difficulty.

, , r
. .

Using the group-referenced 'method, a sco re of. 32 may 6e the highest in, the'
class. On a larger Scale, it may e higher than the scores of .60 percent of'
a cross-sctibn of ,other sixth grade students. This approach is useful in
compering students to a, previously selected reference group, reassigning high
or low scoring students to different groups, or helping a student select,a
course of,study'or investigate possible future occupatioi .

Criteria for Test Quality
k' . .

. % _. -
. ..

There' are' three major criteria, by .which the' quality' of any 'measure may be
4tudged: accuracy, precision, and effitiency. ,

'

.In eduCational measurement, the accuracy with which a certain cgaracterfitiC
' is iWresented by scores on a given 'test instrument, is called "va]idity."
Validity relates to the' content of the, test. It represents' the degree to .,

f - which a test actually measures what it puiports to measywrusually A change ',

'in behavior which is inferred to have resulted- fran. a particular set of 49
. . 0

teaching/learning activities. , , -

7 '
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, . .

yecision is concerned 'with the amount 'of error. associated With any measure-

ent. Measurement errors usually, occur randomly, but are. distributed nor/

mally. Therefore, any particular measurement contains some error- -large on

small', positive or negative. The frustrating fact is that the exact size of, ..

the.errtir and the. direction in1which itoccurs, positive -or~ negati/e, 'ere

unknoivn for any particular measurement.
,

4 S'
4

...
'

Thesdegree of precision,
.

or consistency, of measurement using 'zi test InstrU-,

ment fsjeferi-ed.to-as test reliability:, Any individual test score is cpm-.

posed of what_might be'called a_ "true" Scoreiyalue Out" or minus a. margin of s$'

error. ..The more reliable a test' is; the.smaller'the amount of measurement N'

error that is associated with.each individual score. The reliability of_a' .

test is especially,important if scbres-are.gng to he used in a pass/no pass

situationr(e.g., a situation in which a scoreof 63 or,higher.is a passing

score--62' or"lesvis\not). , .

. ,

;. ... .
.

. .. .
a

.,

,- 4/.
In. some test si tuationg, the stralpt of the .measurement itself is a source of;,..

variation'. This Would'he analogous to a situation in' which' Attempts to

measure .the length of'a table somehow,actua)ly caused changes inits length!

If 'test scores` are to be Useful, they must be reliable across a variety of

cirdeetanc..s and.froM",one instance to .another: Reliabili'..y, or the, consis- 4

tency with which a trait can be represented by a'test score., is essential to .represented
' a

good educational. measurement. .

, .

.
4

..
.

I'.

. Efficiency, involves the time consumed and money tOentirplanning, constrcc- f'

-,

ting, Adminisering. scoring, and reporting test res AS.. Efficiency is ' .

, .

.. '
considered'in terms,of-the teacher and the student. .

s. --

Testing prActices which lead-to highly accurate and:Oecise .measures are

generally inefficient.. Testrmakeys usually_ try to, achieve a 'balance with ,

accuraq and precision on' the one 'hand, and efficiency on the other. .
.

. ,

Matching Items to.Instructional Intent

The purpose of most teacher-made elassroomtests is to measure changes in':

achieverbent' lever that,are a` presumed result of ,teaching. These types of

testsart not.usually employed to measure other-related traits, such A apti-

tude for learning, motivation,. and:attitude toward, school. .(However,such

traits are important. 'The measurement.orattitudes is discussed further in

Chapter V.) Since the test item is'the tasiclbnit.of measurement, each item'

,must be of high quality and must accurately represent the teacher!s'instruc7,..

tioNal intent. The objectiVe, or instructional goal;/'is the most often*advo-

cated and best' known device for connecting items with, teaching 'intent. While

there are. several sets of rules for what constituVeS'a good instructional

§oal,,any statement wpich communicates the instOctiobal intent of the

teacher can be,used to liok,that intent with' the test item. More specifi -'

cally, 'an -objective or goal can:be any 'statement/ that describes what the

student will be required or expected to do under certain conditions (learning .

outcomes). The following pages provide information about types of learning

.outcomes and desckibes techniques for writing Outcome statements which
satisfy measurement requirements. Four types of outcomes are presehted 4n

Table 2. ',

4-
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Table 2

'Types of puteomes and Related Measurement Techniques

0

DOMAIN'.' -.

_:.

OUTCOMES
'N.

.- .
1 ..
, -

Cognitive . - Affective ,: . Psychomotor

\ Kriowledge Skills .

.

a
Attitudes- , .. Skills .

4SRECTS

. _

fleca.11

Com
\Ng

.

rehension or
Level Behaviors

Performance
._

Products

...:.

.

_.

PerformanCe.

.

NATURE OfTRAIT -
-.

Inferred in aPaper-and-_
pencil instrument

Inferred: or

*. Directly Observed....

Inferred or
Directly Observe

: Directly Observea-
, . ,i ,

TECHNIQUES

.

',

/ .

-

i

Selected Response
.

Observation

_

.Observation-
.

Observaticn
.k

1. multiple choice
2. true -false

3. matching
- ..

-7Constructed Response

.Rating Scales -

,.
Rating Scales Rating Scales

.
-, ..."

1. numerical scales --

,2,'-g*blc'scales
3. descrkjotive scales

..

_diikkiftii

,

'1. numerical scales
2. graphic _scale's

3. descriptive 'scales'.

Checklists

.

--,1. numerical scales, -

7-'2:.graphic scales-

3. descriptive scales

Checklists
_ D

1. Completion :

2-:'-short answer.-essay

'3. extended-answer essay

.-

.

%

.

.

.,Anhecdotal-Records

,

:-

. ,_

,--Methedsof measuting higher level behavior.4-- ditcusied in: Bloom (1956),'
4 <Millet, Williams, and Haladyha (in press),or San (1966)1 see Appendix A.

r

;
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tvpes.of School Outcomes
ic.

. -

\

It is,genetaily accepted that the mission of the 1publies,chool is to help...

*each studebt acquire the knowledge, skills, and,attitddes necessary to
. function effectively in a variety of life.roles./ Knowledge and :skills are
usually*iSsociated with cognitive behavior.- PsY4homotor skills are related-

, to.moveflient; such as marching, but are often fodnd combined with the others, -

: is in the playing of a musical instrument. /Attitudes-are merely one aspect
of ;affective behavior which may or,may,not be significantly_ related' to
cognitive behavior. There has been increasing interest in measuring student
attitude 'as' a result of the growing,,,60idtion that .a student's attitude ,,,

toward school and may tie as,iMportantas4kilowledge or skills acquired.:
.., , , .

, --
* c' ' ? ..!' ,.,.

Knowledge. Knowledge is an attribute which-can only be infered:fraw student
behavior; it is not directly observable; it is intangible. .The 'acquisition :

. of knowledge is not usually-ineasured-throughTesponses .to paper-andipencil
tests, oral responses, or an obsgrvid physical response. Some paper-and-

-..-- pencil instruments use- selected ;response 'techniques, including, multiple
,=7 . ,choice, true-false, or matching. The latter two are actually a variation

..of the first. Another technique is to,ask students to construct' their
answers to questions-rather than to select an appropriate response. Con-
:Nftcted-retponse techni9es include completion, short answer essay,. and
extended answer essay. While constructed response tests have-some -limita-
tions, they can be useful in measuring school achievement. Selectel response
testing is discussed further in Chapter III andxonstructed response testing

.

in Chapter IV. . , ;J-
Skills. Measuring skill$ typtcallyInvoTves ,the. observation of a performance
orproduct, -The-techniques most used for- measuring skills are (1) observa-

-tion, (2) rating-scales (rendering \j some numerical scales), op
1-31-checklists (marking Whether"a sequence of behaviors or traitSlis present
or aTlaiTt---tecnniques for measuring skills are presented in.ChapterV.

Attitudes. The third type df outcome,
As shown in Table 2, the measurement
techniques that were used to measure
nique, however: anecdotal records._
cussed in greater detail in Chapter VI

ts i,n the affecttve domain:.

5f-giiate involyes many .of the same
Skills. There i4 one additional tech-
The measurement of attitudes i) dis-

. -

A variety of techniques Can be used to measure -most ouOmes; in some cases,-
:--"however, the necessary technique is sell=eiiident.

-

f
.
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SELF-QUIZ

Match the techniques on the right with the statements of instructional intent
on the left. .

OUTCOME STATEMENT ,

. Giveiiiiictures of.animals, the student`'
'will identilty. the type of Invertebrate or
vertitirates. Ig ,,

,Il1
.

Given sentencesthe student will select
the correet verb tense..,'

A
."-

3.- .the student Will, describe_ the action of
= molecules i n lel ting Ice. .

-i.`

.,
.. .

4. The-.student willYdetermine the speed of a
falling .body;.when given -the number of. ,

--seconds the body. has fallen-and the law 6f
fall invbVdi es .

,;.".' ^., .
...1 ,.O.. .

5: The'student will provide a rationale for
-- -.fluthots for the aged. , ' _.,--

.-_

N.

The student, correctly reassemble a
motor. .

Students.ifill be able to compIete-a.manual
dexterity exercise in less titan two
minutes: .

.

. -Name and briefly describe,. in writing,
four, aspects of effective communication.

HOW effective is the use- of rubrication in
improving the mechanical 'efficiency of a
machine?

10.; , How well, has
in his poem?

the student used alliteration

TECHNIQUES

a. °observation r,
b. short answer essay.

c. multiple choice

d. rating- scales.

checkliits

f. completion;

a

-r e,

4



C, multiple choice was, selected because knowledge i slbei ng measured and

it wciutO be efficient to provide options for the student for each
picture:, A completion format would also be appropriate here.,.,

2. C, again selecting the correct answer seems most approp ate

knowledge outcome.

3. B,"since description-if required,.the short answer

4) ' ,:10. b

4! F, this'is a higher le.el Of knowledge requiring caret

,
constructed response.

4., 0

5., -Br the rationale 'is a knowledge outcome, best pr,

answer essay.
3

6. implicit here' is that-a sequence of actions
performed correctly in order for the motor to

7. 'A, this.is a simple observation; the teacher i
"motor outcome. ,

B, a measurement of knowledge which As most ap,

a short answer-essay.

appears td ask for a rating of effectivene
outcome.

forthis

ay seems best.

1 analysis-and 'af/-
9

sented in'a short

m st occur and must be
.correctly assembled.

nterested in a psycho-

ropriately expressed-in

a performance - oriented:
-

10., D, an estimate of ,low well the student's iroduct exhibits a desired '

learning-outcome.
.!

4
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CHAPTER II: CLASSROOM TEST CONSTRUCTION

Selected Response Test Items
., .
. ,:

Classroom achievement ests'should measure learning, `in, relation to teach-
ing- objectives, 'using the most Omprehensi4 sampling possible. Selected"
response. tests (i.e., inc'l0ding multiple choice, true-false, and matching+
offer the' greatest potential for sampling - because more questions can 'be asked
in a set Ier§th of-time. 'A longer test (i.e., One with more iterliWis.
usually more accurate and precise. Thus the selected response technique 4s
most often used by.measurementr experts' and teachers.

---

-Potential Advantages 0

.

,

...
..-,

_ ,

+ Easy, to score.

14

J.

. 0 .

+ Can be objectively scored; that is, the answer is predetermi ned and
any grader should arrive at the same.test.-Stiore.j k

+ Can be used to measure simple recall ,or_ higher level , knowledge.
11 4:

+ General ly requites less time per itenr on_ the part of the student;
therefore, more questions can be answered and-agreater sampling
thematerial can be achieved.

Potential Disadvantages 4

Correct answers may sometimes be 'inferred frail the item itself Unlett'
questions are carefully worded.

.T

- Some'items test recall/of trivial knowledge.

-
.- Time-consuming and difficult to, construct accurate And --Orecise

-items.

-,' - Correct answers may be A achieved by guessing. , .
. :

.

,.
%.,

,, = 3,4
4'-

These disadvantagei re usually considered minor :.,fn 'tignifi,cance. For
example, guessing plays a small part in most tests. If there, are. fout ,

choices- for each item ih a well-constructed .100-item multiple choice 'testt a.
student lacking knowledge would be expected to score,about 25 percedU on the
average, students- Would guest correCtly once Fn every :four, times. Test
scores should be interpreted ,wfth this in mind. .While the second and third
disadvantages are more commoh, theycan be overcame. (See Appendix A fo .
_titltS of guides to writing multiple choice items for higher IleVel knowl-
edge.) While these tests are more difffeult to conitruct,-they ate 'easier to
score.' / Items that prove useful can be used year after year, provided. the
-teaching objectives do not change. , ,.

-9-
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Multipie'Choici Items

Multiple choice items are usually written

,
1.

t
Mary had a little

'a. too much to eat.
*b. lamb .

c. goat
cf., brother.

.:1; 'What did Mary have?
a. too much to eat

a little lamb
c. .a little: goat:

'd. a. tiny brother
.

in one of two ways:,

item stem,
__,. foil
'=-: correct answer .

foil

i tem, stem
foil
correct answer.- :foi

Wote:the.item stem. W O N answers are foils (distractors ectively,
-the, answer and ''the foils are atria options: Well-written
haii,efoils which. are likely to be chosen by students who have not yetlearned
.,the' objective which the Item was designed to measure. .That is, all opttons.
*should be feasibly correct responses if the student does not knoW the

4

material
,C

R.

:

-,The.- first item 'example has an item stem,which is part of a sentence 'arid is ..

completed with .the options. .The second it stem is a queitIon, and the
, optibns answer the question. /di options sho 1 d, be parallel in, grammatital

construction and length. . - . N

'' . 4 ,, '.!

-J% '-
A

f:
4, .

rBotfi',,of ,the, following items are ,examples of how, Wet to construct ,a mctltiple-'
,,: chbice questiOrt:4 ..- t 7

:

Jack and Jill
a.:. were two nice kids
b. boy and a, girl .

c. Theywere going down the

don't know., ..
Where 'clicr,;the cow jump?
a. 7' '3 -1/2" ,for a new

worlds record.
b. over,theinoon .

c. She Jump'ed..tiVer the fence,
shed. wherever she wanted

4, At

This item illusate-S-,,incarrect.
grammatical cofistrudtion. Only
op'tiok "as". compl des the sentence.

Each optiorit:.',.has ;different .gram-
matiql coriskr,,k5ti

4'4

,

7.;



i:)... , . ,. .. ..,, . ; c.-T. . .
---Selt tinitefns '

I

/
. t t

i
Many items al ready exi st...that could accuratkly- measure the teacher' s instruc-
tional intent hese can be collected, cr4sozed and used to great advan-
tage. It saves teacher time in constructing. items and helps build effective
and accurate tests. Appendix C lists some source's -for. items.. The teacher
aright even ask students to help write.. items.., Provide student the item stems
and ask them to suggest options.

. Students can also tie" helpful critics asite chefs rewrite to improve the .quality of particular test items,
. I ./

.Wri ing-:Goo_d Multiple ChtiickItems,
1

,-

. f .... ,
; i.

.-....._- ,'Procedures :
;

1 ' ./.
.1. Identify the, concept. or objective to be tested.

.

2.- Write the item stem. [

t " ,,

ia , -Write the correct on§wer. . .
.. .r3-. zap

4. Write thi'foii-S)4parallel in structure to the c,*rect answer.
;',

.1 .

:v .

Item- writing gets easier with practice. The following exercise illustratAs
.s.gome pitfalls.that can be avoided.

, ,
_EXERCISE( ,.

T , .
,,,,

Before youtake -this test, be tbrewarned that yOu are expected to score -106. .

percent. *Mark the letter corresponding, to your answer in the space ppvided.
Try.t0-"figure out" the right answers. using the 'flues-given. ,

,0 `-. , . , ,. I .

1. How often were the seven Cities of\ Cibola discussed in early.
.>. Spanish literature? 6

..I. . ,

-A a. - sel dom ,- ,
,4
,4

:.tt- : b. always ..:%:.
.

,
C. .never -.

d. all- of tile time

._
2: Thebetarbinomial distrfbution is a function of which of the .

following theoretical distributions?
`a....bivariate normal

O.

b. 'multivariate normal
c. poi sson

d.. beta

3. ,Which 'Romantic' poet
. a. 0. J. Simpson

, b. Byron
c. "the FOni"
d. Henry Kissinger

is best knoWn for tai s "amorous"

4 ,

activities?



4. he thermotropple adjustment is

. sixteen
. bl 8 1- 8

c. 2
4 x 4

.5. .The most defensible
chlo ic *acid is the

. a. h at
b.. ,s ell
c. weight
d. fa t, that

burn you.

OUR ANSWERS

*s 3 'V 8 dE

reason

when it

for using caution Qin .handling- hydro-
,

comes into contact' with the skin it .will

a".

The above items represent five, pitfalls to avoi4 in ,the construction' of.
for multiple choice items. P

Id' I ,
_

I.. Specific \determiner's. The use of absolutes- ("never," "always'," ';'to-'
tally," And "completely ") suggests to students that these'options'
are not correct answers. Students shoOld be demonstrating their
leartifirg7Father -than their cleverness at- decipfieri-ng answers to pbarly '
constructed questiins.

, .

, . ,-_,,,, Ark . !

W . ;: '` , ; ; 'i'

2. Cognates. A. clue can give away the,., answer, often in the form f an'
option,,whch resembles some word or phrase in the item. stem.

1
v,

,-3. .,Silly or ridiculous foils. This _form ,of ,tiumor May: provide comic
relief during a test, but a,s a, ;technique, it alse may give the answer ,

,.
aWay.

.

4. Equivalent furls. If only one answer
equally .correct, than neither can be,

*, is. often practiced by students.

5: Longest- options aoe''' often
often have brief toils,
lucky guess.

is allowed, and two optio7s,, are
the "right answer." This logic_

.

the corrtect ,opti ans. Poorly written 'items
thus.;inqyeasing students': chances to make a.\ .,

OtherDeffciencies in Item Oritittq 4

The die.of'technical language.and long passages ending with.
creates laborious, reading, difficulty for,,weak readers. It

a ,question
alSo 'tries

..
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.., students 4 patience, creates' anxiety, and .eedueces motivation. Such ,ques-
tiops take up too much testing' time. To illutteate:

/ 6

- ,
,,,_

Fran ..is a .high school student who wants. to get good grades but, has
trouble-studying due to distraction's such as watching television,

" telephone calls from friends, and writing notes to her boyfriend'. ; As a
counselor, ,which of the following' procedures ,for developing 'and ,main-s

. tainintj'motivation would.you recommend to; Fran? ',. .

/
i

F
. , 1.

* . L ..
1.)

a. Interfere. a; little as possible but provide learning experiences
. , . r /when zeglies te d ., * ,/, - . .

b. Frequently-.*remind Fran-of the eventual': yalue of what shes is gtol ':earn'. .' ° 7 , - -- . ,
..

c'.* ; Tell the jareitti- nOt, to interfere---.Fran is probably gaging in . ,
nonstudy behavior. toirrifate'them . ,

tune.
a. 'specified amount/for every hour of uniqe ropted study,- ,. . ,

r /:
The MUltiple-mul tiple chbice item ,cah also be confusing a 'd, hence, time- ,
consuming. ,

d

. - -.
When Flash arrived in Mongd, le,

1. went straight to the Pal ce: , . . ,

II. discove*ed that theCla eople .bad kidnapped Dal st: "-"°'--III.4foand out that. Qoctor Zarkoff was being held in Miles -Palace.
IV.- wag- told fiat Prince 'Barronon had been bickering 'with King Vulcan

,again: . , .
...

.:..; . .,
0 V.. ,. ' -a. I and II .
,:- ts. -II and III' .

c. I rand IV ,* d. %I I, III,' and :V,.
, i .

This item is far too long. In addition, the clever student can. figure out
the bett answer by noting the "II" is most often repeated, and' therefore,

." option "c" is probably not' correct. If the student knows that "I" is not
correct, then "d" must be the correct answer.

;
Some item writers use tricks to lead students to select foils, .a prdctice
that is NOT recommended. The intent 'of the item is to. measure aciiievement,
not -cleveTness. , Items Which are direct and simply phrased yield the most:
valid information about student achievement.., Tricks -upset many students, 7.1.

- consequently reducing the overall precision of the achievement measure.

-13-
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. Quettipns: involving-opinions, .values, And attitudes should,not be included in
an achievement test: I It is difficult. to 'tr.' at Opinions as facts and test'
accordingly. If an opinion is fts be tested, owever, it should be qualified
4sin the .statement below. i ,.

t

According to lectures, the .best sourc of protein is:

Finally, ,options should be presented ;in random order. Itefn writers can slip '. . ,
intw.a pattern: 1. A 2. B. 3. C- 4. 0; or spell words with options: 1. 13

2. A .3. D. Students who have not learned,- l' ok desperately for clues:

True -False tests'
4

True-falequesttons, a forsin..of muliple,choice, are often useful. A greater
number of true-false questions calvbe asked in an hour Vian an other type of.;

' questions making possible a wider range. of 'content semplIng.- These tests are
easier for. party: teachers to write than multiple choice, creating better
efficiency.. Although achievement in higher, cognit4ve areas also can: be -

t rmeasured,..with true-false questions, it is. difficult. 1 The priTarY disadvan-
tap., of., the true:false item is its high'gueSs.level.\A studeht who guesses

. . ,randoinly'w91 get about 50 percent of the items correc Thi5, prg.blem can be .

. al levAted; howe'Ver, if one.eMploys a great many items and is:careful':in the
i'nter'pretation -of test results: FOY exampTh, a scope of 54 percent on a
true4alte test,would indi Oate a low level of achievement; with 85 percent-a

moderate level. -By contrast, '54 percent, on a MultiPle,choice test would
.1ildicate moderate achievement and 85 percent would be farlrly high.

.t.
1

Some tips for writin'true -fal se items are listed below: ,;-r--

,,b 1. Deal with statements thatare dichotomous in Mature; avoid items Having

shades' of meaning or degrees_ of comparison.

Good: The planet with two moons revolving around it is Mars.
Bad: One of the nicest things about Slobbovia is its plimate.

The first item is. clearly true, there is no conjectu
is subject to some c.riteria for judging "niceness."
judgment not Well suited to true false questions.

2. Avoid the use of negatives or double negatives. It
using negatives takes up more testing time and makes.

,cult than. the resuitiing information is worth.

$._

-14-
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re. The second item
It is a comparative

.

has,, been shown that
the test more diffi-

a
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0. Bad: You should nbt pour hydrochloric acid into Wate r.
Good: A dangerous reaction will occur when hydrocil6ric acld is poured

inI/8 water. c'N
.

-

.
.

The careless, but knowledgeable,. may omit reading ,"not" and answer
incorrectly: The second phrasing of the questioh 'avoids the problem.

r .'

Mjaikerdy_sentencet. Lengthy sentences are a test of the student's '

patience, concentration and reading ability-. Such quAtiors. are seldom
.effecti've measures.
,

1

A'aiding system may be def;Aed as a set of contingently.related4
nonspecific categories which are not readily identifiable to the
audience for which the system was intended but which are.identi-
fiable tb.the creators of the system:. ,

OneOne_example of.a coding system is Bartlett's memory schemata. . .

,,
. V '... ,.

4 '...
*e

I°

'In both cases, a coding system as it is related to thinking needs ici. be
defined. While the first example, is technically accurate, it is wordy,
convoluted4 and difficult to fallow. 'The' second example is accurate,
brief, and. easy to read. . -

s
, a 4.-

All` true-fafse items should contain sing)e,ideas.ItTrying io squeezeitoo'
many idbat into one question is ineffective:,

,
! _ ;..

...? %.

Good: All squares have interior` angles which sum to 360'degrees...

Bad: Squares, rectangles, add trapezoids have interior angles which .

-sum to 360 degrees, and all quadrilateral's, have four,.
. .

4b. . , . .

Id the first example one concept is teAed.- 'In the second, tit least
, three Concepts are tested. The--second example could be rewritten to,

produce tkree legitimatetrue-false items;of merit:

a. Squares, rectangles, and traPezois are the three.members of the
.

quadrilateral- family. .

I -

b.. .All quadrilaterals have interior angles which sum to 360 degrees.

r

.
a

.
t

4

1

so
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c. All quadrilateraTs have four sides!
a

' ,

.

.
Ilt ..

.....
tilo

.An excellent resource on writing t ue-false items Is Ebelts Essen-

tials,of Educational Measurement, 19721 (see Appendix A).

re r

Matchilqkqms .

'"t

When material is subject to more than fur or five options aqd several iems
...

v stems, matching items may be most efficient. .In the following example,
.,.

- students -are "tq Identify which 'planets in?the solar system have-cartain

charActeristics.pV / I
.

. . ,
. .... ,

1
74

* -
0

. 3.
I 4

a 0

P.

1. The speediest or6itingipianet
.

1
'I

. a. 'Mercury

2. Has the densest atmoiphere
.

b. Venus

-,--. . c. Earth

. 3: Has traces of oxygen
.

CP
.

r .

..... 1...".
d. Mars .

, e. Jupitqr

4. Is a satellite . f. 5aturn

.

g, Oran**r.

5. A considered a Moon h. Pluto -,,

- i. Neptune', :

6." Hi"s themost moons .j. None of. these
.

-
. k.. All of ,these

7. Has two-moons . ,

. -
.

- A

True-false and matching.items, as"irariatio9sroinhultiple choice, are WK-

tive for' certain.ijtuations. A The suggestions given earlier for multiple

choice .items would apply as well to these typeg-otitems. -

4:* '

r Item Forms . to. -1.

_

,
. ,.. .

One way to write Multiple 4iCe questions is to follt-, emodel. Many test

items can be -created,. by .simply-inserting new words or elements into the

model.
,

.

,
.

Consider for example, the math Ilueion: ."

: ,
.t . - .

, .
.

What is the value of "X" in the eq uation X.+ -4 = 10?

-a. 14 C..: 10

6 d. 4 :,'

1
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This item serves as a model, or "form," for a whvle "family" of items.-e* -

replacing the-number +4 with arty t?iteger between -9 arid- +9; and reptacing the

number 10 'with, any number ftom 0 to 1'9, nearly four hundred questions can be ."
. created that measure theksame.domain of kndWledge. °-

.
.

Another exampre: . , .
. . .

..

Which of the following sentences has an INCORRECT use of verb?
.14

-a. Tomorrow,. Mildred will be on vacation.
b., Yesterday, Melvin was tired.,
c. --.Today, Fern weren't with it.
d, Thit morning, Jean wasn't litre.

, ,. .

Sentences froM a reading text could be identified and ,arranged into four-:

otion sets. ,The\werb tense in one of .the options would .be changed to
. provide ap.appropriate,option. .-,' -\

..-
. , ,.. ):

The use Atitem forms is somewhat limited, for the,present: to topics which
:-are'easily described (such as mathematics, spelling, English usage). However,
the Item form is one way to quickly create a great many selected response.
items. <, -

0

4.
o

Select the best answer. Write the letter correpon'ding to4your.choicein the.
space provided at the left."-- .

1. Which of the. following is typically the most efficient form for:tilt
testing of knoWledge for large groups of student's?
a.' product assessment .

b. performance testing
c. selected response
d. constructed response

"

2. The most important reason for using-the multiple choice item it
because of its
al potential for better sampling of content
b. ease of scoring
c. flexibility in measuring baavtor
d. objectivity,

--17-,
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Option i s to foil' a's

a. --'ansWer key .i s toThThiscor -

b. objective test' is to essay test
c. possibility i s-to-mi stake -.

d. multiple choice is to true:false
e.,. objective is tosubjective

\

4.. ,

4,

Which of the following it not true of an objective. i temlas corn--.. p

,

pared with an essay item)? .
z

a. has high scoring consistency 'from scorer to scorer
b.. co.be scored 4ickly . -

; ',
c. can be prepared:quickly
d. free of factors _6f skill in exprgstion and' penmanship

.e,' free from opportUnities for bluffing

, .

: . v ...,, .

For 'each Of the following questiOns write, either :+" for true or "0" for
7fal.se in the space, provided at'the left. v

,

5. The stem of a multiple choice item should state, or clearly imply(a
.specific direct .question .. ,x

t )

O '

.

6. The stem of a"multiple qoice iteni should be limited to a single
sentence or sentence fragment.

3,

;

7. One option to each multiple choice item should be so absurd that it
vyould be chosen only by a student who is guessing blindly. .-

.

.,,.

. .,-.'

8. Well-constructed true-false items are no more to guessing
than -are well-constructed four-choice multiple choice items.

9. It is often difficult and seldom advantageous to make all of the
respons s to a 'multiple choice item, parallel in -point-,of view,

grainmat cal structureor general appearance; ,

. Multi lechoice items having negatively stated stems (with the word

not laying a crucial role) tend to be better items.

11. A well-written item can causa'clever.stUdents to find the correct
answer by a process of elimination of incorrect answers.

12. Good true-false items express single, not multiple ideas.

OUR ANSWERS

4'

+Z1. 0'8 0'b
0 'II 0 ''L 3 'E
0 +'9 V Z
0 66 3

-18-
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c . CHAPTER III: 'CLASSROOM TEST CONSTRUCTION

Constructed Response.Items
. .

A test item which requires the student to create a_xpAponse,rather than to
select one, is called a constructed.rekponse item. 'Math computation items
are often in.this category as are the,mOre complex story psgblems frequently
used in more' advanced math -and science content areas. The counterpart from
other content areas_ is the-completion questton. The essay test is another
type .of constructed response test. Items\ are relatively-easy to write, but
often diffitult to ::ore due to the variety of correct' responses available to
students:

,In many respects the essay test is the most misused of all constructed,
response type: Many teachers° use it because it involves the student in
written compositiod, not realizingsthe impact on measurement validity.. The
essay .question should not be used to test knowledge of a given topic and to
measure writing skill simultaneously. A*student may know the answer, but the
ability to communicate in writing may be lacking. Ttie- item writer must first.
decide wheth#r writing -skill or knowledge is to.be -measured.' A short-or
extehded'adswer essay' may provide useful information 'about student knowledge
of..a--;subject; writing skills are more effective'y measured by means of rating
scales or checklists.

When Should_the Essay Test.Be Used?.

Classroom achievement tests, when they are successful, accurately measure
specific learning outcomes. As showh in earlier chapters, selected response
tests ,hold the most potential for adequate sampling of content. , The con-
structed response test is often limited to a narrower range of content.

A constructed -response test must, of course,40e used if the instructional
outcome to be measured requires a written response. Consider the following
example:

:
The student wi ll describe in writing at least four features of the_

topography of Mars.

To test achievement of this objective, an essay question would ask the
'student to' describe in writing four features of the topography of Mars.

27
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advantages and disadvAntages of an essay test format are listed below:

Advantages -

+ comparatively easy to prepare

+ lends itself easily to measuring higher level cognitive knowledge

+ may,yield additional insights (or. measures) of other learning

Disadvantages

_hard to score even when following the recommended procedures
_subject to a number'of hisei in scoring

- does not offer as good a potential for adgquate coverage of a content
domair,

°
,
The extended ansWer'essay. i s sometimes selected- to

.measure the degree to
which a student can select, organize, andsynthesize material into a cohesiye
response. however, the extended, answer essay is probably the least efficient
in measuring school achievement because of the narrow rangq:of content
sampled, the confounding effect of writing agilityI and the lack bfprecision

in scoring. -

The short answer' essay is probably the most effective of the constructed

response items; more questions cane asked in given time period, as
compared to the extended answer essay, and consequently.more learning out-
comes can be measured.

04.

Writing a Short Answer Question

At

The-following steps should bee fOilowed.in writing a short answer essay

question: D .

1: Deftermine in'advance the concept or ohjective%41earning outcome) to be

tested. _

,
,

i -

2. Paraphra9e the familiar material. Do not use vepbathrim aerial.

student under tands the nature of the task.
3.` Use such vets as "compare, illiistrate; give examples -of,'", so the

4.

5. .

O

Make thequestiOn5 As

Sample the content as
items.from one parti
this respect..4

unambiguous and clear as possible.
O

fairly as possible. Do not overload the test with

War area 'unless students have been prepared in

C

-20-
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Perhaps the greatest difficulty in writing short answer essay questions.is-
indicating.the.desired extent .of the answer. Test writers often 'leave too
muck open to interpretation-For.exOple:-

,,..

.*

Bad:. Hoi;did-Polk.become.Pesident?.
.

Better; Describe factors which contributed to Polk becoming President.

Best: List and briefly describe four major faCtors'in Polk's life Which
. contributed importantly to his.becoming President.

. ,
:The-best Own answer essay questions are detailed and clear. Less detailed
questions lead to answers,whigh,_though still credible, may vary greatly from
the model =response. A well-written short answer.etsay,question helps avoid,
the "creative ". answer that ts marginally acceptaille.- . .

,Jest Length and Format
., .

.
.

Test accuracy by far is the most overriding concern to the test writer;
learning outcomes must be fairly sampled to -achieve accuracy. There are
several options in essay testing in a fixed time period. With 45 minutes to
test, ten short answer essay questions shoultprovide enough sampling for
accuracy. A few extended answer essay ques ,ons would not sample enough
content. Avoid asking students to choose ten, of twelve short answer essay
questions, since this reduces the consistency ofmeiturement,from one
to another. la is hard.to write questions of "equal" difficulty.) .-

,

. ,
-_

-SCOring the Response
..

---,.
- ,

While the constructed response exam may be relatiVely easy to prepare, it_ is *
more difficult to score. Theicollowing suggestions can help realize effec-
tive and reliable scoring.- -.---:, ,-.....1

---____ .,
Assign points to each question when writing the -test._:Give credit for
the extent to .which, the student's answer fulfills the, TtquIrements of
the model. answer. ...* . 4,

.

. .
.

.Wherever possible, keep scoring anonymous. If not possible, keep
in mind that knowing who wrote the answer can,prejudice' the scoring
procedure.' , - _.

. .
,

Prepare model answers for "each question d use these answers in score
ing. Sharing the model answers with'th students after the test helps

the test a teaching tool'as well a a measure.

a 1 '

-21-
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.Try to keep poor grammar, penmanship, or spelling
judgment of the knowledge elicited by the item. If

'be rated, they should be/ done so separately.

If each item has a different weighting, be certain
this on beginning the test. . .

Scoreone qU ieston at a( time for all students, then
-

..
.-..-

question. This approach helps maintain consistency

..

from biasing yo
thestukillsparelr,

students understand

proceed to the next
in scoring.

Write comments°on each student's paper. Offer advice, criticism,
praise, sUggestions: StUdents appreciate such feedback. .

If there are several sets- of paper, 'shuffle them to -avoid the tendency -

of downgrading, earlier or later papers. Take rests and review the model:

answers'to prevent fatigue and altering standards.

While selected response tests are usually the more efficient, 'constructed
response tests can also be excellent measures'when the class is,small or the

ry cognitive level of knowledge. to be tested is high. (The essay format is more

often used in college and graduate school ,courses.) If the short answer
,essay test is carefully written and scored, it can be a reasonably effective

"meanrement tool.

%

Self -Quiz

Select the. best answer. Write the letter corresponding to your choice in the

space pr-ovided at the left.

I. The -major similarity between selected and constructed response
items is that
a.- both.yield high reliability estimates
b. both are efficient with respect to administration and scoring
c. neither is completely valid
d. both are measures of school achievement

\

2. Ond of the,major difficulties with the essay item is that. it
a. failS- to obtain -respohsescthat differentiate among ,examinees
b. often-fails to set uniform Osks for all examinees

c. seldom sa les what is to be tested
,

d. ,suffers fr m the fact that examinees attempt to guess the
correct res rse ry

V
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In the scoring of essay examinations, all of the following are
considered desirable practiCes 'except to . .

a. reduce the mark for poor spelling or. penmanship.
b. prepare a scoring key and standard' in advanbe
c. remove or coverpolls"' names from the papers

yd, make individual comments on each student's paper ,

4. The greatest advantage of short answer essay tests over selected
'response tests is

a:' the ease with which the test items can be constructed
,

b. the ease and accuracy with; which such 'tests can. be standardized
. c. the ease'with which the test results are idterpreted.

d. the better Sampling of 'content '
.,,

. . .
. .

:
, ... .

For each of tiTe 'following questions, write either'. "T" fOr. true or. "E" .for
false 'in the space provided at the left.-

j
.

`5: -"Tie 'best procedure in ,scoring an -essay test it, to read all ques-
. tions on one student's paper before starting.to read a'-' secodd.

4e.44-4,,oiitetIent` s ,paper.. ,
A %.

.6, A one-hOur essay test composed of three 'questions requiring ex-
tended answers is likely -to be more accurate than a one-hour essay
test compoSed Of twelve questions permitting Much shorter answers.

A .

7. To make essay test scores objective in meaning is to defeat the
purpose of essay, testing.*

..

Different types of test items (essay, -thOrt-answer; true-false,
mql,tiple_ choice, etc.) must be used to test different levels of .

cognitive behavior:
.

OUR ANSWERS.
..

.
.

.
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-CHAPTER IV:' CLASSROOM TEST CONSTRUCTION

----,,,,,,

'Me Suring gills

.
,

For several decades the paper-and-pencil tes has been the primary vehicle
.

for measuoring, educational growth;, it is only recently, that, a great deal of
effort has gone into developing performance-based tests: The essence of the
performance-based test is, that if, a performance :or skill is. to measured,
there should be direct, not indirect, 'means of 'measurement. Foe,r-example,
Certain'types of knowledge, are essential to driving an automobile, yet Waving_
this. knowledge in no way guarantees that one will be a .skillful driver.------

Measurement of driving skill should involve actual driving -.performante tasks
rather than knowledge-based paper-land-pencil, tests: The former is adirect
measure, the latter an \ indirect measure frail whiih only ,weak inferences about
driving skill can be /drawn. c, To further il ltstrate this point, the: most
direct way 'to determine students skill 'in doing laboratory is to
measure how well they perform a series of tasks essential to 'good laboatory
technique. Determining knowledge of laboratory procedure does not yield

`. direct information, about'lab skills. -

. .* ,,. k '
A The term "skill" ,is generally applied to. behavior which involves Apecific

processes which may or may not result.-in products.: Th-ele--processes -and/or---

products have qualities or characteriitics which can be directly observed.
Judging the quality of these observable -characteristics is what is, meant by.

\ measuring skills. Learning outcome' of this kind are. best measured by means .

- of performance-based tests. in fact, the graduation competencies required by
'' Oregon's new minimum standards imply many outcomes of this 'sort and neces...

sitate the use of appropriate measurement 'techniques.
, Thope described'in-

this chapter include: -, obseryation, .rating scales, and checkl tsts.
.

... r
ro- .

....- -
In observation, one notes 'the presence or absence of an observable behavior;
for-example, a child tying a shoelace, putting things away,"'stacking blocks,
or sompleting a puzzle. These are simple behavi,ors, Many in the psrhomotor
domai n. { . . , .

I .

Rating scales are numerical' descriptions of behavior. The observer views a
'performance or product- and records a numerical judgment on a rating scale.
:For example, when listening to an oral reading of Coleridge' s 'Rime of, the
Ancierit -Mariner," the teacher may rate the student's inflection (vocal
variety) on a scale from one to five; one representing tittle infliction and
five representing excellent-inflection. t

.

Checklists resemble 'observation, except
'sequences' of related behaviors. A sequen
ment or performing, a series of tasks.

4 *

a checklist ifoqu,ses attention on
ce might include assembTing equip-

- , v-

,
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'f

s.
Observation ,

r

.

There are markii instances "where Style ,observation. can be used to indfcate

-,whetheKor not an ottfettiOe has been achiev d ;,, for example;

student can:

1. : dress self;

2. run'209 yards.in less than One minute;,-
.1

3. .perform orally a1'1 multiplications involving one-digit numberi and two
factors;

iskt. read any paragraph orally withpno more than two errors;
-4

5. -spell all words on the Doich reading-list without ereor...

4. .

In performance-based tests of these tasks, the teacher notes whether'or not
,

the behavior has been demonstrated; there ikno inference of knowledge beyOnd
that. which is'- Stated. The reading .exam", calls 'only .for reading, not.

-comprehension; the s'pellin.example refers only to the specified list, not to

other words on other4lists. Therefore, the desired outcomes can be directly

observed,. -____T __,_ .____. , .,11

.
,

, .

Observation is the simplest, most direct'. measurement technique known.
.. It should be used whenever appropriate because of its' thigh degree.of

reliability.
7'

..3

Rating Scales

If the quality or degree of skill achievement is to be measured, the rating
scale is useful becaUse,:it is accurate and efficient.

\ .

Advantages
it

+ simple to use
+ easy to interpret .

+ requires test-maker to clearly .define that which is being measured

Disadvantages
::

subject to lack of agreement among ,raters

- may be time - consuming to administer

- usually involves inferences

-26-
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While raters tend-to'differ in judgments, they can learn to increase preci-
sian in hence, agreement. Identitying'wbat is 14, be rated is
perhapsthe most important task in.developingca rating scale:. Simply creatl:
ing scales to,rate something as undefined as "creativity" or "motivation" is-

dangerous practice; many interpretations can arise when a ratIr is examine
ing a related performance or product. h

The xiiin9 of traits usually calls for the exercise ofj6dgment on the part
of the observer: How well, can a student 'adjust scientific eiviOment? How

ieffective are the technques used by a teacher to a foorly achiev-
ipg student when homework is completed? These questions call for.subSective
judgments regarding a perfOrmance.or.product. 0,

. . .a,

Four steps are recommended in constructing a good rating scale:
1

.

, ,: , , , .

1. Destribe clearly the trait(S) to be rated "in the performance or pro=--
duct. For example, when rating students in a woodworkinglass on safe
handling oftools, the word "safe" is not enough, _A tore adequate
descriptiOn might refer to using specific equipment, 'cleaning up after
class, and following rules.

4'-c

,,_

3-1
. - 4,-

1 . 4..., t ,
2. 'Create a scale f6r each characteristic. ,One of the most popular and -

- useful types of scales is the graphic scale. 5or, example:

44

. 6

4

How often do students clean up adequately?

t.

frequently, about half seldai
the time

.

Here the rater simply marks. the category that best fits the .performance.

t

The following material has been
thorough treatment of techniques
Tenbrink, pages 273-293.

aaopted from Tenbrilink (1974). For a more
to measure perfdrMances and products, see.

-27-
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In other instances, a verbal descriptive rating scale is used:

How well are color's used in the batik?

a..very well b. well c. average d. pcorly e. very poorly

A.

Table 3 presents a variety of _response options,_ each based on a five-

. point or a- three -point scale. A five-point scale- is generally pre-

fered, although three-point scales, -seven-point scales, aid even

ten-point scales have been used effectively. Three-point scales usitaIli

. do not :capture the entive-Oange of a trait while the larger_ point-scales

:call for' toa fine descrimination by the rater.)

TABLE 3

Examples of.Various Types. of Rating Scales

SIMPLE NUMERICAL .

Rate- the following using this scale:

1 = excellent. 2.= gdbd 3 =saverage 4 = poor 5. = very poor t'

/. attention sp.anin cles
3 abl'e. to follow directions

MO, <

SIMPLE (JRAHIC SCALES
A

.
,

Our Tektbo4 ED .:1 i k e L:1-1 i ndi ffe rent ED .dislike

ir Pw much has iiii performance changed stpce the last time?

,

A. much better B. better C. about the D. worse E. much

e . same worse

B In terms of orrginal ity-, how would you rate the essay you ,

have read? A.

Ai high B. average C. low

-:

1,
-28--
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How well did the student' read,the Oassage?
c. ;

A. very well B. well C. as well?. D. poor E. very- poqrly.

as most,

(average)

C Fidw often did the.student correctli:use the v4Orkbook?
vf;

-.. A. very often B. often C. sometimes' D. seldom E. never
..4

what degree does the exhibit contain detail?

very,muth B. much C. some- D. U tile E. very little
9.1

.

The performanti lacked volume. r

1X. As.

A. strongly B. agree C. neither D. disagree E.strOngly
agree agree nor . disagree .

. *
DESCRIPTIVE

7

SCALE .

not meeting.
the reoPremerits

excellent job

I

,disagree

r

"1.

a
fair but needs satisfactory
improving

develops paragraph,.
quite well with clear-
cut topic sentence.

.

., does not develop paragraph,.

well,. frequently lacking
topic sentence-and adequate
definitions

-29-,
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.

doing good
work

. about average
development of
paragraph

4
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,11

. ..

.- g' ..
,

.
. .

Z. Arringementof the scales on a form. Gepqrally scales are arranged in

i three ways: . -
..- .

. ,--./ '
,.

VA+

, .

a. 'Positi :-to negative

.

V

excellent good

b. Negalne to positive

poor

Strong to neutral to strong,

i r

average below
average

average

. ,

poor*

excellent

s

very high,, ,high neutral low -very, low
.

A

. Writ ng instructions. For consistency in later.use by yourself' or-

othe s, write clear-cut instructions fOr administering the scale:

a.
I

scribe what s being rated, and why;

L. 'd scribe hew each'scale is to be marked; and

C. in

or

ludelpectal dit;ettionsb- such as whetheror not to add up scores

make additional comments.

Flo ex mole:

,
In the school science fair, all exhibits ih the area of earth science

/ are beling judged in terms of five criteria. toWete one of these forms

,Jor e4ch exhibit.

Circlt the tiurilber.corresponding to the descrtption that Most'accur'ately

desc Wes the quality of the 'exhibit. At the bottom of the page, sum

your ratings and place the total in the box at the bottom.

C

-30-
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4

Factors Affecang the Reliability of Ratings
' C

Onie,a trait :is clearly destribed and a scale established, the ratan should
be a valid reflection of student achievement. However, the following.factbrs
may interfere wttH the usefulness of the rating scale: . , .

.1

.- Lack'o interest; if the rater is bored with the task, the results
will reflect this"....

4 Personal bias interferes with judgment and results are liable to be .

,distorted.

Extreme options (e.g., never, always) seldom provide useful infor-
mation: If a five-point scale contains two;: absolutes they will
rarely be selected.

Lack of clarit abbut what is befn rat d will cause _erratic
resu ts.

.Generosity; there is a tendency to overrate when scales are used.

.Halo; there is a tendency to give a global rating to a person and
Fai ratings of sub-tasks correspond with this rating. Again,.this
distort! thetresuloks.

IntePaction errors. When a panel ofudges makes independent'
ratings, high And low scores can be omitted an0 the remainder
averaged:

Checklists

As noted. earlier, the measurement of many skills does notieqUire a rating.
The- presence or absence of a desired outcome could be observed or, if there
is a need to Weasure,whethercor not steps leading to an outcome have- been
achieved, a checklist would be more appropriate.

EXAMPLE:
-

Brewing a pot of coffee:2
.

disconnect coffee pot
__Adisassemble coffee pot

clean pot
fill pot with water

2
Adapted from Mager's Measuring Instructional Intent, 1974, p.

fill basket with coffee
reconnect coffee pot
set dial on pot .

check to see if perking

-al-
es
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EXERCISE t 1,

1
.

. . 2,

`Ten piitential checklist items are provided below. 'lace an "X! ip the space

if
r
the item is visible and easily demonstrated. The student:

4 f

4 -,41 , w
.1. reads a passage without making the following types of .errors . . .

. , .
.

2.' correctly punctuates contractions, words requiringapostropihes, and

plural-possessives 4
. 2 ...........r_04,-----.2.,p0,..0.0.22K

.

0

11.

4 4

1

I

..
, .

3. is .happy
..

.
0

( Oil

. 4. is independent .

f
g

' "-
f

. ey

5.. performs each of twelve simple-life skills
1.

.

.. 6. puts all-equipment away in correct places after expertment
.,

n

7. can locate each of. the following types of symbols' on any standards

map using,the legend . . ., ,

.

9.'

ld.

is adjusted to classroom 1444.4.

follows five steps in using a platform balance
14

.

has mastered each of the five word attack skills in this-unit
. .

If you checked 1, 2, 5, 6 ,- 7, 9, and 10, you have correctly identified

outcomes appropriate for checklists. 7:1.

.

Constructing checklists is similar't; makinga:4ting scales. Be sure you: .

. . .
.

1. ' Des6ribe the product or performance adequately. .

2. -List the behaviors to be observed-itcOerect se
. .

, .

. ,
. ,

3. 'Note errors which may. occur'in the performance.
. ,

.-
. .

.
4. Give clear directions about :how to use the checklist. .

. .
1 1

.

.
The checklist is most applicable to simple, observible perfOrmances. It is

easy to develop.and.use,- and the reliability citn-be high. Checklists 4re,

.
becoming increasingly, popular. Sothe school districts are even reporting

student progress to parents fin terms of what students can or cannot do,

rather than using'the traditional report card. -. .. ,

(A' __--- .
.

1

/

. ,

.3.9
T .1.4 v.'

'.0 1,' 0
'`,.. 7
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SELF-OIZ
.

' Mark appropriate for observation
."R" if appropriate* for rating scales

appropriate for chdckliAts
.

adw well can Jascha play thd violin?

2. Has Andrei been in school everyday this term?

Has George completed all seven steps correctly in the

4. , Can ,Gary `follow all 12 steps in correctly reassembli
.

motor?

-5.. Hiwl much p improvement in soccer has Pele

n.

experiment?

ng a. simple

shown_ in P.E. this year?.

Select the best answer. Wrjte the letter corresponding to your choice in the
space provided at the left.

From the standpoint of construction, which techniquetts'most liable
0

to offerthe highest efficiency?
a. rating'scales
0.* Checklists .

observatiork,
d.v,none of these-.

.1.1.1111104

e.

-Which requires judgment by.the observer?
a./ rating scalds
b. ,obtervatim,
c. checklists

none of these-

,

-A-- checklist'must

, a. be administered by more than one person
bb. refer to intended behavior .

c.* lead to anuMerical result
d. haVe a logical sequence of behaviors to be checked

9 -

\

9. Observation ii to checklist as ,7 J. 4. direct is to indirect
b.- simple behavior is to. sequential behavior
c. inference is, to induction

- d. Oeductior is to itemizing

7337



Mark "+" if a goQd practice and "0" if not,,n the use of observation scales,'

rating scales, or checklists.

10. First, Mr. Ree makes. an 'overall rating of his drama class, the,n

uses that rating for each dspegi of student performance.

11. Marion Polk believes that all history exhibits should be judged by

at least three persons.

12. Counselor Guy Nice, when judging fof science fairs, insists that.

"goodlintentions" be considered in assigning ratings.-

13. 1Pol Gohn uses a checklist for each solution to a pioof to see' if

all steps are followed.

14. Atlas.,Shrug-, the P.E. teacher, uses a_rating scale to assess the

degree to which he has achieved his -goals. each. term.

+ *ti V L
+ 'gr 3
0 'ZI '5

+ 'TT 't
0 'OT 3 .*E

'6. 0 '3
0

rt
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CHAPTER ., MEASURING ATTITUDES

1

Attitude can be descriCed in several ways: it 'is a tendeliv to act in
.certain ways under certain conditions; it is also viewed as tendency to
react emotionally, either positively or negatively. We infer the attitudes.
::of people from what they la or do. In this chapter, we will look at,student
attitudes aboUt school, subject matter, policies, practices, environment, and
6therrfparts of their educational .program.`

:Teachers ark interested in Attitude for two reasons. Students' perceptions
. about school have much to do with what they Jearn; subject matter that is-
disliked-is not easily; absorbed. ,Educators have begUh,to look atyositfve

, attitudes as an important school outcome. Since students Spend a good
portion of their childhood and adolescence in schools, the school, environment
shbUld be seen by them as generally constructive.

1*

Approaches to Measuring Attitudes 0
A'

N
Two methods area generapy used to measure student attitudes:

.

self-report
by the student and observation of the student'by others. 'With, the self
report, the student is asked to tell how be pr she feels. Responses can be
elici -ted thrbugh interviews or questionnaires of varie9s types. The obser-

-4ation method requires the teacher or some other person to observe the
, student's.behavior. With the anecdotal approach, essayrepOrts aretusuagY

emOloyedtd describe student behavior,in a particular incident.

i Two self - report methods are used to learn how -students .feel: they can be
interVieweC4usually one at a' time, or, they can complete a questionnaire:.
Interviews may not be very efficient in terms of time 'required -or costs. A
more .serious drawback is that interviewers must be carefully trained in
interview techniquesAfreliable information is to be obtained.

,
.. 44,

The questionnaire is more coMinonly used. The teacher asks questiohs of
. students as`. a irbup, and they _write their. responses: Two atsumptiOns are
necessary: the questions will mean the same thing to all respondents, and

-01,respondents will answer the questions honVsitl.Y.

\

Advantages

+. can be done anonymously.

a siinple and direct way to gain information, of a systematic and
quantifiable nature

most reliable when raters are qualified

O

-35-
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Advantages-(Continued)

most, valid in instances where objects to be rated (e.g. ,, textbooks,

classroom,topics).are well-defined

+ can be give\i to groups of students instead of one student at a
time

? .

Disadvantages

can be difficult to construct and analyze

can be time-consuming to analyze

;may be subject to dishonesty by students

cannot identify how -particular individuals_Jeel because of 'the

"anonymity

Whtle,a,great deal of time is spent constructing useful items for the self-
report questionnaire, the instrument can.be used in a variety of s4tuations
to obtain individual.or group information.

. -

The self-report scales most commonly` used are -the rating scale, and 'pair.
comparisons. The rating kale is the most direct. The precision of a-rating
scale tends. to increase with the number of scale points provided; the most
practical number of scale points seems to be-five. An odd number of scale
points (e.g., five or seven) allows fore "neutral" point which many respon-
dents find useful. Without a neutral .point, respondents-are "forced" to
respond in a definite direction, which may misrepresent thei-r views to some
extent. For example: °,

How do you feel when it is.timeto leave school?

a. very happy 0 happy c. neutral d. sad. e. very.iad'
r

.

One successful variation of the rating scale for elementary school students
tbe-use -of symbols for the response options. The optioA are reduced to

three and represented in the following manner:

How do you feel when it is time to leave school?

a. e

L-

b. c.



Studies. by the Teaching Research Division, Monmouth, Oregon, 'confirm this
method as .an effective means of ascertaining children's attitudes as early as

i the firi grade.
.

Ratjng'iScale items can be used for a variety of purposes, such' as assessing
perceived learning effects, feelings, strength of feelings, or agreement-
disagreefilent. Some examples:

,.
I. -:What effect (e.,9., on our learning) does (something) have on you?

.
a. very Much 0 much c. moderate, di little very little

2. Novi do you feel about (something)'?

a. very b. *satisfied c. neutral- °dissatisfied O. very sat-
= satisfied' isfied

3. To what extent do you agree 'with (a statement of..opinion)?-

a. strongly agree c. neither agree d. disagree e.- strongly
agree nor disagree disagree,

r.
______ ,

The pair comparison is effective :when measuring the 'strength. of student
preferences between 'objects, activities, or'- subject matter areas. This
technique helps, establish Ian order of expressed attitudes. The example ,below
seeks to determine prefer nce of math versus reading.

I
Which---w64cLyou rat er do?

. a. read a. boo OR. 171 b. work math problems

do math h mework OR n b. ,do reading homework

-37-.
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With eitbet type of format,.. the following recommendations apply when con-

itructi ng the -instrument:'' -

2.

-3.

4.

Use phrases that are simple. and understandable to the students.

" -

Phrise-statements so that some are clearly negiO'm and some are clearly
positive,with Approxithately the. same number of each..

Keep all items relevant; avoid thaking /the

In using the pair comparison-technique, be sure
possible combinitions.

Scoring and Analyzing Results
, , t...,--

-
t ' - .

..,

The rating scale is generally scored witn 'number values- being .assigned to

each of the, options'. If an item is reversed (that is,;,Stated negatively
instead of positively), the number scale:is reversed. TbOttitude measure

ts-the sum of the values of the responses. In the followiflg, example, student

attitude toward physical eacation is measure&
.

questionnaire over-long.

that chofices include all

, "

Cfrcle the best

1.. How do you

happy
3

2. Hoi.do,you

a. sad
1'

3. How do you

a. happy
1

answer for you. .. ,.4

;

°feel when P.E. begins?. (positively 'stated-11'

- :
I)/ neutral - c. sad

2

feel when you are in P.ET'a (positively stated)

b. neutral.. I c. haply

2

feelwhen P.E.

. How woad you feel,if you

4E) sad
3

SCORE: 12 (The
lowest

>

is over? (negatively stated)

. neutral- Osad
2

.

never KU to go to P.E. again? (negatively
stated) \\

\
b. neutral.- c. happy

. 2 , 4,
It

:

score of 12 the highest possible; 4 would be the

possible.) ,:
..

' .



The.plir comparison technique requires a different scoring formula.
'the example below of-a questionraire administered to a teacher.

.

Consider.

Mark the borindicating which activity you prefer:
4

1. 177Lacj gOing to school

2.- 2 attending workshops

3.- Q going toschOol

4. CD

5. CZ attending workshops

6. L1j. gOing'to school

Responses are tallied and four

OR- ED going to a faculty meeting

OR c(illectiiig Milk and lunch money
,P

OP. .attending workshops

going to a faculty meeting. OR collecting milk and lunch money

OR' J going to a faculty meeting
. 4

OR= coll1;dting milk-and lunch money

. Preference

going to school

going to a faculty meeting

.attendingworkshops

Collecting milk and lunch money

attitude scdles are constructed.

.,
For this simple attitude survey, the scale for each activity runs from 'ze'ro
to-three. This teacher likes going to workshops, enjoys.going to school
next, and/likes faculty meetings the least of 'the four activities. The 'pair A
comparison approach is particularly useful for revealing relative differences
in attitude. .

'.Observation Methods'

As described earlier in the chapter-on measuring, skills, observation ,methods
are direct, and the advantages in measuring attitudes are similar to those
for 'measuring skills. The, obteriaticn approach requires little time .for
construction or tabulation. Attitudes reflected by the general day-to-day
behaviors of students can be observed; attention can also be' focused on
critical incidents and observatiOns made of -behaviors in stress situations.

-39-- -,
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General Observations
.

One way to classify behavior that reflects attitude is' in teres,of approach

or avoidance. If _a feeling toward something is positive, one tends

seek 'it; when feelings are negative, one tends to avoid it. The following

observations illustrate approach and avoidance for one student in -a school

setting.
O

ti

1. .
ACcording to "'his mother, Jason- spends most of his- time each

reading new books frum his schodl book club.

During recesses, Jason goes to the library to read.

3. At Jason often 'says he doesn't feel well.

.

4. After school most of the ki4 stay on the playground

'-usually goes home.

O

5. During free time each day, Jason goes to the library.

6. Jason has ordered more new books from his school book

other student.

7.., A survey of attendance shows that Jason never misses morning sessions of

school, and frequently misses afternoon sessions.--'

evening

to play; Jason

club than any

4 .

Approach and avoidance behaviors are easy to observe, systematic in nature,

and reflect Jason's preferences. They are simple obserVations requiring no

-inference. The sum of these oblervations, 'however, may be used. to' draw

=inferences .abdut Jason's attitudes toward reading and P.E. .

`Observation can, also be .used for group measures: Mager (1974, p. 89) .offers

some attitude. measures that fall into this category, some_of which' are listed

below.

.

1. .Percentage of students completing the course.

2. Number of students volunteering to transfer into 'someone else's clAss.

. -
.

3. Number of papers or projects longer than require4.

. .

.

t,'

4.- Number of assignments completed on time. -.

A

5. Frequency of use of a particular learning center..

- .-- -

e

4..
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6. Number of -sudents volunteering to sta, after school to help i4

7. . Number o?"111brary books and other 'materials hecked outton the subject.

8. Increase or decrease in school vandalism and petty theft.,

Theseare a few of 'the many possible behavipral measures that teachers can
use to estimate how a teaching strategy, program, new technique, materials,
or policies inay be;affecti,ng student attitudes. ,

Many of these measures are runobtrusive" in.that they do not, interfere 'with
student activities 1r Class timer' and students may not be .aware that the
measures are-being taken. Infirmati On about students who are sensitive to
being observed is less likely to be "faked" or biased when unobtrusive
measures are used. While observation methods have the attractive .quality of
being .siMple and direct, they can be time-consuming and dethanding on 'the.
teacher. .1For those wishing to further pursue attitude measurement al ging
these l nes, consult Mager's Developing Attitude Toward Learning (see Appen-
dix,A).

Critical Incidents
. - .4). . e

,-.

No. matter how carefully -the' sctiool activities are managed, every student
experiences stress situations from time to time which we could call !'critical
incidents." Careful ,observation; of these situations can often lead to very
useful .insights into student attitudes. The method differs from the general
observation approach; behaviors are observed and interpreted witbin the
'context of the situation i.n which they occurred.

For example, general observation might indicate that Jeff loses his temper in
class at least once a day. *Knowledge of this may let the teacher know that
'Jeff needs to learn how to control his temper better. Careful .obseAration of
each incident may suggest some good ways to help him. .,- .

There are.some rules to follow in recording useful\o,bservations of this kind:

,4' Care must be taken to record in sequence the faCts of the situation
separately from any interpretation (e.g., Jeff struck:John in the
face with his fist is fact; to say Jeff was angry, when he did it is
an interpretation).

'*)
The ,conditions and behaviors which ,led 'up to. the incident (the
antecedents) must be carefully 'recalled and noted: .

The 'observer's (teacher's) responses to `the situation must be
recorded (a-gain, facts only).

aa..aie
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Theroutcome of the situation must be factually recorded.
1, .

.
, . 4

4 Interpretations should be recorded sepirately and,based on a

thoughtful and logical analysis of this particularsituation, tts

antecedents, observer (teacher) response, and the outcome. .

. . -. .
.

,

Periodic review of accumulated descripiiong may begin to reveal patterns

of conditions:under which Jeff'loses his temper and conditions under which he

is ableto control it. A general format might look something.like the
.. s..

, .

following: c

0
1

, Interpretative Comment'Oescription'of Situation

Antecedents:

Incident:.

Teacher Response:

Outcpme:

a

4.

-

/
.

,

.

Caution.is warranted. The critical incident method'is'of Value only to the

nteP

-'pergon .using it. It is desighed to helvtachers separate, the. facts' f a

situation from the emotional impact it can have on them: Any actual ord-

ing of descriptions should be viewed onlyas the teacher's own perso .notes

for sorting out and-creating conditions that can foster constructive student

attitudes and behaviors. As soon as they have served this purpose, they

should be destroyed.

6
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Self-Quiz

Select the best answer. Write the letter corresponding to your choice in, the
blank provided at the left.

0 ....---.,

1. Which one of th6foliowing best exemplifies an attitude?
a. choosing math over reading
b. losing your temper when disappointed
c. ignoring a best friend when unhappy
d. being.happy-go-lucky

/-
s.

e 2. Student attitudesare important to the teacher because they are'
. a. predictive of success in school

b. important school outcomes
c. both a'and b
di neither a- not b ;

, ,

3. Which one of the following is a'major tisadvantage of a self-report ?
'a. lackS precisibn
b. tendency of-tomt'students to fake ajiswei's
c. time - consuming to construct, the instrument
d. is" gcoup-admtnistered

4. A pair comparison,technique is useful,for
a. making comparisons Intim& two objects.
b. a self - report, when ratingscale is inappropriate
c. firding the'strength of a preference
d, deterRining the order .of prefererices for d set

1
.. .

5.
.

Which of the following is- generally false?.
a. Self-reports are more desirable than interviews from the 4

standpoint of efficiency: .

dr

b. A pair comparison, is a more measure than a rating'
scale.

c. Training of raters *roves the precision of ratings;

u d. Observationg are typically veryobjettive measures.'"

.,. i.

6. Critical incident observations are well-done when
a. the record contains some impressionistic 'information
b. a complete description of a series of. events and the student .,

.

is done ,
t. 'psychological interpretations of actions are made

. d. observed behavior of a student, is'described and interpreted
from beginning"to final outcome.

of objects

OUR ANSWERS .

a :9 8 '9 a 'V 8 "E 3 '2 V 'T
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APPENDMA

ANNOTATED BIEILIODRAPHY

.4 4
4

The -following pubsiptions represent 'a sampling of-recent and. significant
contributions to the technology of testing.

. .

.

Baker, E, Li., an& Popham,'W. J. Expanding Dimensions of Instructional
Objeetves, Englewood Cliffs, Prentice-Hail-, 1973. This brief te$t
describes the role of objeciiVei in eduOation, the use of needs assess-

' . mint In!Choosingigoals, and some affective objectives. Writing tests to
measure-Objectives is also .discussed.,

.\' .
.,

\
York,

.
'Block, J,, H. (Ed.) Mastery Learning: Theory and PractiCe. New Y Holt,.
° Rinehart, and Wington, 19714 A thorough review'of studies attestingattesting to.

.4. .the benefits and deficits of mastery learning approaches tot instruction.
. . .

1

Bloom, B. S. Learning for Mastery. Evaluation Comment, 1968, 1. 1-12. One
ofthe earliest and most cogent writingson mastery }earning in'American.'

.,
.education.

.1

4 .

..-

. _ --
!--.--

'Dizney, H. ;Classroom.Eviluation for Teachers, thibuque: William 0. Brown,
1971..- A brief basi text on achievement testing, whith covers the
fundamentals,of testi g.

Ebel, R. Eisentials of E ucational Me surement, Englewood Cliffs, Prentice--
Hall, 19 2. A stan and and wide y used text in constructing and-using
teacher-malie tests. The chapter on true-false testing js one Of the'
best treatments of' he subject.

Grpnlund, N. E. Improv ng, Marking, and Reporting in ,Classroom Instruction,
Riverside, Macmillan, 1974. 'This is a, very practical- little booklet
which Contatns_inOrmation about' grading practices; s4tems, and guide-- ,

lines for collecting and using data 'to make criterion-referenced and
normzreferenced decisions.

.Gronlund, N. E. Individualizing Classroom,InstrUction, Ri
1974. This booklet,- one of a series by the author,
of testing. in
rently operati
,

individualized instruction. He des
gsysteffSwhicfarejhdividualized.

ersidel Macmillan,
describes the .role

ribesseveral cur-

-- -

Gronlund, N. E. reparing Criterion-Referenced.Tests ibr Classroom Instruc-
tion, Riverside, Macmillan, 1973. This book is one of the few that

6 ' attempts to /describe how criterion - referenced to is are actually con-
structed an used..

Hively, W. In roduction, to domain-referenced testing; Educational Tech-
nology, 174, 14, 5410. This is one of. the Lost, readable accounts of
`domain-referenced testing as it presently.exists.

.

_

I
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ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY, Santinued

." .

*teller, F. S.' Goodbye, teacher . . . Journal of Applied' Behavior.Analy-

sis, 1968e 1, 79-89. _An account Of Fred .Keller' Personalized Student

Fitruction1PSII, one which motivated a .moveMent in college instructi

. away- fromtradftional wayS toward competency-baied approaches.

Kibler, R., Barker, L. L., and Miles, D. T: Objectives for Instruction anJt

"Evaluation, Boston, Allyn and Baron,. 1974. This book provides th

-T4RiTiiinFfor. the use of b havioral objectives in systematid.instruc-

-tion. It also contai information, on the selection, writing, and

'.approOrtate uses:_o jectives.in'teaching.

Mager, R. F. Developing Attitude Toward Learning, Belmont, Fearon Inc.,

1968. If ever a book were written for-teachers that Oesents the'

reasons for being concerned about chijdren's attitudes andhow to

. measure it; this is the one.' The book is both relevant and enjoyable to

read.

Mager,, R. F. Goal Analysis, Befmont, Fearon Inc., 1972. ; In Mager's enta-
.

tainng.way, he describes appropriate methods to analyze theinature and

demands o any goal. The applicability of this book to education is not

apparent. But there are implications that need to be realized.

Mager, A. F. Measuring Instructional Intent; Belmont:- Featly). Inc., 1973.

kcommo sense approach is taken liy4iager in this book to drafting test

. item's which directly, reflect your instructional intent.! Soule important

distin9tions are drawn between norm- and criterion-referenced tests.

Miller, H. . Wi l li ads, R., -and Hiladyne, T. Beyond Facts: Objectively Mea-

suring -Higher Level Thinking, in press. The authors present and develop

a system for writing multiple choice test questions that measure higher

"level thinking. *Examples, exercises, and self- quizzes bare used, to

: develop the item wrier' skills.

Popham, 4.14.' J., and 'Baker, E. Establishing Instructional Goals, Englewood

. Cl/Ts, Prentice-Hall, 970. This brief text describe1 the-role of.

objectives in systematic instruction. It is replete with examples -and

- exercises. .

'Popham, W. J.; and Baker, E. L. Plannin an Instructional Se uenee, Engie-
.

wood Cliff's, Prentice-Hall, 1970. This .book descr bes the way, objec-

, tives are used in instruction. Like 'others in the series, it is"-rich

withsexample'S and exercises. ,

Popham, W. J., and Baker, L., Systematic Instruction, 'Englewood Cliffs,

,Prentice-Hall, ,1970. This book, from a series by the-two authors,

representt' an overall look at modern instructional approaches wkich

require'the use of objectives and objective-based tests.

-46-
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ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY7Fontinued

: .4 1
.

Popham, W. J., and Husek, T., R. Implications of criterion- referenced mea-
. .- surebent: Journal of Educational Measurement, 1969, .6, 1-9. A more

. technical treatment on criterion-referenced testing, one of the earliest
'and most authoritative. % . . .-

7.
.

.
6. .

' Sanders, W. Olassrobm Questions, Scranton, Harper and !lbw, 1966. This book
is devoted-to developing the idea that to ;t items' can bb constructed to.

-represent levels of Bloom's cognitive taxonomy. The book has many
examples. ', A .

1.1. -..,

SouthwdstRegional Laboratory forIducationalltbsearch and-Development, Edu-
cational

0.

Xriterioh Mea'sutes, *Cincinnati, Van Nostrand, 1971. This short-
600klet js one of, seven in a seri es called Instructional-Product Devel-
opment. 'It is useful in suggesting a wide variety of nbnpaper-And-
'pencil measures of school, havior. -. . ,...

. .
_

Stati6 ng'Educational Outcomes, Cincinnati, V,11 Nostrand, 1971.
-mother booklet in the Instructional Product Development series which.
describes how to effectively write or Select objective. It ,comese , \

.-complete with Objectives,, examples, and exercises. .
. -. ' ,

TenBrink, t.:, D. ", Evaluation: A Practical Guide for Teachers, New Yotk,
McGraw-Nil): 1974. '.1-his book, a useful general guide for` evaluation,'
contains a very concise and practical ,treatment of questiodnaire devel-
opment %and sotiometric.instrumerit use. She book also deals'with.the
problems of constructing teacher-made-tests.

. . .

Webb, E. J., Cdinpbell,.D: T., Schwartz, R.'D.
.

and,,;Sechres, T. L. Unobtru-
-s sive Measures, Chicago, Rand McNally, 1966. Nove methods for gaiining

information for a wide variety or purpose Ai -discussed in.this book in
a mostiehtertaining and interesting manner,

.

. f . s

I

0

1
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AFFECTIVE DOMAIN: - One of three aspects of 'human behavior, dealing with
attitudes, values, sentiments, feelings, personality( and other similar

:.concepts. Cognitive behavior may be :'importantly related to affective
-.behavior, but- the concern in measuring affective. behavior is that of
astertainingthOiggree'df attitude, value, etc.

, _ ,

ATTITUDES: A tendency to react' emotionally' to an ob,lect in a positive,
,'neutral,, or negative way. A,

decKLISTS!: .A device for noting, the presence or absence of behaviors which
- are seqUentially related or conceptuallif organized. 'Used to:study
'skills in . the cognitive domain and aspects of affective behavior' and
Psychomotoebehavior:

$

APPENDIX, B

GLOSSARY OF TERMS

,

CLASSROOM 'ACHIEVEMENT TEST: Any test expressly - designed to measure the
'" learning that had occurred as. a direct result 'of classroom instruction:

COGNITIVi700MAA: One of three aspects of human behavidr, dealing with
intellectual activities

-',-CONSTRUCiTD RESPONSE TEST: _ test deliberately constructed so that the
'student must compose the answer. Used primariry-to measure a ievement 4
of knowledge in the cognitive -domain. ,.

. .
.

q0M4IN-REFERENCED TEST: Any test constructe_dy_by--sampli ng- from a collection
(pool) of -items related to a specific content dopain.

. .

E,EFICIENCY: A test characteristic. A :test is highly_ efficient if it is
simple and inexpensive to plan, .construct, administer, score, and.

.. report. :
.

. .

. rt... '. , .

' GROUP-REFERENCED': A manner in which achievement data .may be referenced.
.

. That is; student performance is compared with the performance of others
via -group stati'stic's such as the mean (average), median, or' mode.

. _

ANgTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES; A statement of instructional_ intent which ineludes'.
an action verb, conditions' under which the student'must perfonn,anda

s

fpf.desi table level '.o :performance..
.

.

,

.. i
.'.-...

,.

-s

OBSERVATION; A method for ,measuring simple types of skills, attitudes, or
,psychomotor behaviors. y 0

a

'vt
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PSYCHOMOTOR DOMAIN: 'cone of three aspects of human behavior, *dealing,pri-

marjly with physical (psychomotor) performance. One should recognize

that cognitive behavior is certainly related to psychomotor.behavior.,,,,'

Measures of psychomotor behavior are primarily focused on the physical

,aspects A qther than knowledge. ,
.:

1

RATING-SCALE:. A device for, developing numerical descriptions of skills,

attitudes, or ;psychomOtoe behaviors., These numerical, descriptions. are

. ,, essentially judgmental in, nature. ,

.
.

.

. . ,

RELIVILITY: A *t characteristic., A test is reliable if it yields scores

Which are precise and consistent over time (i.e., stability, repeat-

ability, and ciinpistency of the Measurement).

'SELECTED RESPONSE TEST: A test deliberately constructed so the student must

choose the correct answer frOm a set of options.

SKILLS: .Attribuies_o onaracteristits inferred or directly observed through

the consideration of performances orproducts. Observation, .rating

scales, or checklists are customarily used to measure skills.. -1

, .

TEST:. A type of measurement where the conditions- for the measurement are

uniform for all examinees.

VALIDITY: A test characteristic. A test js valid if it measures what it is

purported to measure.

O



APPENDIi C

FEWITEMSOURCES

orthwest EValuation Association Item Bank
/o Dr. Frederick V. Forster
O Box 31071

ortland, OR 97208
(503) 234-339? .-

Education Commission.of the Statei
National Assessment of Educational Progres§ INAEPY

I' 300 Lincoin Tower,
1860 Lincoln Street -

Denver, CO 80203

t

Instructional Objectives'Exchange 1IOX)
- . Box 24095, Ddliartment V .

Los Angeles, CA. 90024

Minnesota Edutational Assessment _

Minnesota Department of Educatioh
Minneapolis, MN 55435

Michigan Department of Education
State Department of Education
,Lansing, MI 48901

3

0
C

C

C
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MEASURING PERFORMANCE.: TEACHER MADE TESTS
k,t 4.

,2,4
'

YOUR VIEWS ARE IMPORTANT! After you read and examine this public non, please forward your comments to the
publications:staff of the Oregon 4epartment of Education. If you would rather talk by telephone, callus at 378.4776.
Or, for your convenience, this response form is proWded.

PLEASE RESPOND so that your views can be considered as we plan fuwre publications. Simply cut out the form, fold
and mail it back to us. We want to hear from your

h. .,o'
----; Did you read this publication? ' .- - Did you find the content to be stated clearly and

accurately?
Completely ,.. ,. ,...,-;---
More than half , _ Always yes
Less than half . _ in general, yes

_ Just skimmed ' I. In 'general, no'
. .

4 Always no_
Does this publication fulfill its purpose as stated in the Other

!preface.or introduction? 4 . . . .

Were the contents presented in a convenient forniat?

. .

_ Very easy, to use
' _ Fairly easy .

_ Fairly difficult
'Did`yoU find this publication useful in your work? ....._ Very difficult

Other

Completely
Partly

Not at all

Often

Sometimes
Seldom
Never .

Whichsection istmost valuable?.

What type of work do you do?
^t.

ClassrooM teac

_ Consultant to clas oom teachef,s
School administrato
Other

1'

6

Would you recommend t is publication to a colleague?

Yes, Without reser alIons
Yes, with reservati4ns

4

Other I

Did you find this publication to'be free of discrimination
or biased content towards racial, ethnic cultural and
religious groupS, or in'terms of sex stereotyping?

.,-.

Yes, without reservations
Yes, with reservations
yo
Other

Whpt is your impression of the overall appearance of the
oulilication (graphic art, style, type, etc.)?

Excellent'
Good
Fair
Poor

Win this publication is reviseti, what changeswo.uld you like to see made? .

}

Additional comments. (Attach a sheet if you wish.)

/
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